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Dash and Speedometer Kits with 
Dashplates
Complete kits with a speedometer, dash, trim, 
dashplate with light sockets, and ignition 
switch for Softail and 4-speed FL and FX mod-
els from 36-95. Offered in 1:1 and 2:1 ratios for 
use with front wheel or transmission speedo 
drives. 
Note: These kits may be installed on models 91-95 if the self-
cancelling turn signal feature is forfeited.

91963 3-light dash with 2:1 ratio speedom-
eter

Inferno Custom Face 
Speedometers
The hot Inferno flames in chrome right on the 
speedo face. 110 MPH speed ometer with rese-
table trip odometer includes mounting kit and 
rubber dampener.
27931 1:1 ratio for 4-speed FL and FX models 

with transmission-driven speedometers 
from 68-83. Requires a speedometer 
cable with a 5/8"-18 threaded nut

27935 2240:60 ratio for all Softail and 
4-speed	FXWG	models	from	84-90,	
and 4-speed FL models with front 
wheel speedometer drives from 81-84. 
Requires a speedometer cable with a 
12mm threaded nut

27937 2240:60 ratio with reed switch for 
all Softail models from 91-95 with 
front wheel speedometer drives and 
self-canceling turn signals. Requires 
a speedometer cable with a 12mm 
threaded nut

TM

SpeedoTach 2 for Fat Bob Dashes
Our new and improved combination speed-
ometer and tachometer for all large Fat Bob 
dashes from 47-90. The precision built 120MPH 
speedometer is combined with a solid state 
6000RPM electronic tachometer that accurately 
tracks engine speed by reading the coil output. 
Both instruments are designed to withstand 
vibration and maintain accuracy throughout 
all speed ranges, and now the wiring attaches 
to threaded posts on the back of the gauge. 
Standard features include a glass lens, new 
graphics, a wiring harness and complete 
mounting kit (CC #25965).
27981 2:1 ratio for FL models with transmis-

sion speedometer drives from 47-67, 
and Sportster, FX and FXR models 
with front wheel speedometer drives 
from 73-90 (except Softail and 4-speed 
FXWG	models).	Requires	a	speedom-
eter cable with a 5/8"-18 threaded nut

Custom Front Wheel Speedometer Cables
Unique	black	vinyl	cables	that	permit	you	to	
combine a CC #27981 speedometer/tachometer 
with front wheel drive units. Cables have a 
5/8"-18 large coarse thread on the speedom-
eter end.
19081 38 1/2"-long
19095 Black vinyl, 42 1/2"-long
Note: CC #27981 speedometers may be installed on models 
from 91-94 if the self-cancelling turn signal feature is for-
feited.

U.S. Patent #4,848,154

‘Mirage ’ Speedometer Visors
Chrome-plated visor features die-cast zinc con-
struction and styling to match other Custom 
Chrome  Mirage accessories. Installs quickly and 
easily with the included clear silicone adhesive.
27153 Fits large Fat Bob Original Equipment 

electronic speedometers as used on 
Softail models from 96-13, Road King  
models	from	95-13	and	Dyna	Wide	
Glide  models from 95-13 (sold each)

Speedometer/Tachometer
Combination instruments feature an easy to 
read 120 MPH speedo face with a solid state 
electronic tachometer. Tachometer reads RPM 
from 12 volt coil output. Single fire ignitions 
will require tach adapter. Sold under license.
310418 2240:60 ratio. Fits FL models 81-84, 

FXWG	84-86	and	Softail	models	84-95*	
with front wheel drive unit. 12mm 
cable fitting

Police Special Speedometers
These quality units are available in 1:1 and 
2:1  drive ratios. Speedometers come with rub-
ber isolation kit and Late-Style threaded reset 
knob	stud.	When	used	with	early	steel	dashes,	
antique reset knob is required. Reset knobs sold 
separately.  

1:1 Ratio Speedometers (1000rpm = 
60mph)
Fits FL models 62-80, FX models 71-72 and 
FXWG	80-83	with	transmission	drive	unit.	5/8"-
18 cable fitting.
310392 Police special face

2:1 Ratio Speedometers (2000rpm = 
60mph)
Fits FL models 47-61 with transmission drive 
unit and FX, or custom models 73-90 with front 
wheel drive unit. 5/8"-18 cable fitting.
310393 Police special face


